Ask an Expert – Team Members of MRL Working Group

Objective: Provide a listing of experienced MRL practitioners who can answer questions about the MRL Deskbook, including some degree of technical and policy depth. In addition, these contacts may be able to direct you to the best person within your Service, Command, or Contracting Staff to answer further questions.

Army
- S&T: Don Szczur, donald.szczur1@usi-inc.net
- Acq: Jordan Masters, jordan.j.masters.civ@mail.mil

Navy
- S&T: Mike Deitchman, michael.deitchman.ctr@navy.mil
- Acq: Brent Gordon, brent.gordon@navy.mil

Air Force
- S&T: Angela Babian, angela.babian@us.af.mil
- Acq: Dave Karr, david.Karr@us.af.mil

Space
- Eric J. Mattessich, eric.mattessich@us.af.mil
- Ryan Gomez, ryan.gomez.8.ctr@us.af.mil

Education & Training, Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT)
- Tom Lastoskie, thomas.lastoskie.ctr@afit.edu

Defense Acquisition University
- George Noyes, George.Noyes@dau.mil
- Rob Arthur, Robert.arthur@dau.edu

Industry
- Mark Gordon, mark.gordon@mfgstrategy.org
- Jim Morgan, jmorgan@utcdayton.com

NOTICE: The information contained within these answers is not official United States Government policy and cannot be construed as official in any way.

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY: With respect to documents or advice available from this server, the United States Government nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, including the warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.

DISCLAIMER OF ENDORSEMENT: Reference herein to any specific commercial products, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government. The views and opinions of authors express herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government, and shall not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.